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Is corruption “thee” new strategy
for success in South Africa? Yes,
Maybe or No ©

Hands Up:

Who wants to sleep and wake up
devising corrupt ideas to get
ahead?

In the underground but public South Africa, there are human beings, who make the
corruption lifestyle desirable to the public. It is obvious that, no normal human being
can raise their hands for us to see, that this is, what they truly plan on daily basis to
get ahead.
Corruption is not “thee” strategy for success but

Here are the reasons why:

a human trap to serve as a pawn to disadvantage

•

other human beings and their true potential to
action idea for success. The true deed of corruption
can be compared to the well-known talks such as
“selling your soul to the devil”. Once you have done

being is born with a natural talent.
•

No one is for sale. No human must own another.

•

Money is an illusion, which can be used by
human beings to destroy another. Imagine,

this, there is no going back. You lose your sleep, you

destroying

gain paranoia, and you lose your chance for living in
peace. But for those who thrive through corruption,
they do not sleep, they increase manpower or recruit
man soldiers to protect them and pretend to live a
desirable protected lifestyle. So, now, here is the
truth. There is no need to fall for corruption trap to
get ahead.

Every individual is born unique. Every human

someone

else’s

life

through

corruption for a piece of paper, its not worth it.
•

So now, what do you want to be? Your self or a
pawn to get ahead?

•

Corruption does not make one successful but feel
empty. Release your true potential and let people
learn from your success through your true ideas.
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